
S
tore design actually begins
when the customer sees the
store from the front wind-
shield of her car. When a
customer applies the
brakes and activates the

turn signal, she is making her first move
toward your store’s cash register.

Having admitted all that, a store’s
pedestrian entrance remains the defining
moment in the customer’s movement
through the store. Further, that moment
defines just how much or how little mer-
chandise the customer will actually see in
your store. 

Before we go any further, we might
need to define store. A store is not any

single building; it is the entire area that
the customer shops from driveway to exit.
For many garden centers, the store
entrance is the entire front of the store;
the customer has unlimited options of
where to enter the store. 

Such a democratic situation allows for
no control of how the customer moves
through the store. That freedom leaves lit-
tle option for placing merchandising dis-
plays where the customer will actually see
the merchandise. So, controlling the cus-
tomer’s entrance to the store will impact
the entire merchandising plan. Failing to
control the entrance (and the exit, but
that’s another article) dooms any mer-
chandising plan to time-consuming and ç
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Not-So-Big 

By Judy Sharpton

How one garden center  rear ranged,
redesigned and renovated to 
accommodate traff ic  f low.

Garden Center

The

The new entrance to Schafer Nursery means greater customer merchandise contact in the nursery sales area
that is to the left of the entrance. The new main walkway is shown at the bottom of the picture on the right.
(Photos courtesy of Henry Showell)



expensive happenstance. And,
remember, according to Paco
Underhill in Why We Buy (see page
41), the most important function
of the store is to foster customer-
merchandise contact. If you are
hearing sentences like “I never
knew you were this large” or “I had
no idea you carried so many trees
and shrubs (or roses or perennials
or statuary or whatever)” it could
be because the customer is shop-
ping only a small part of your store.
Maybe even only the front third!

SCHAFER NURSERY
With all that as background,

enter Steve and Linda Bloch of
Schafer Nursery in Bellingham,
Mass. Steve and Linda are second-
generation garden center owners.
The garden center developed out
of a farm store opened in 1973 on
the site of the family dairy farm.
In 1986, daughter Linda and son-
in-law Steve purchased the busi-
ness. In 1988, the store became a
full-service garden center.

Last Fall, Steve and Linda par-
ticipated in a group design work-
shop jointly sponsored by the
University of Massachusetts
Cooperative Extension Service
and Bemis Farms Nursery. Ten
garden centers met at Bemis
Farms on a crisp, blue-sky day. Ed

and Tina Bemis made their store
into a lab school, and the group
studied the store’s problems and
the opportunities for improving it
right in the store. In the after-
noon, the group gathered under
the tall trees at Bemis and worked
on the individual site plans each
participant had prepared in
advance. For the majority of par-
ticipants in the workshop, unravel-
ing the maze of a store that had
grown like topsy over many years
was the major objective.

Sometimes, these store puzzles
offer up daunting challenges. A
common example is structures
that cannot be moved. I call these
“obstructures.” Generally, these
obstacles involve massive amounts
of concrete, underground installa-
tions, such as septic tanks, or even
city building codes. Sometimes,
the problem is simpler — an old
hoop house squatting right in the
middle of the retail area. For Steve
and Linda, when the light bulb
went on, the problem could be
solved with a hammer and saw.
From the site plan, it was clear that
the entrance to the store needed
to be moved. Not far, but any
move is none-the-less significant.
Because the entrance structure
had been added to the original
store, the same carpenter who ç
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Left: The new floor plan makes the pottery department more visible; Right: A gazebo is a
focal point in the greenhouse.



built it could move it. Moving the
entrance a few feet to the left
opened up the entire exterior
sales area and created a smooth
flow into the interior of the store.
It was obvious.

But it was not obvious until the
store had been reduced to a scale
drawing. Store renovation puzzles
cannot be solved in three dimen-
sions; you have to get the store
down on paper. Only then can
you see the obvious.

SEEING THE RESULTS
Within two weeks of the work-

shop, Steve and Linda had moved
the entrance, created a new
entrance slowdown and opened
up a cross aisle to encourage cus-
tomers into the exterior sales
area. A changeable enticement
display (color, color, color) in the

site line along the new walkway
serves to pull the customer down
the aisle. From the center of the
exterior sales area, the customer
has a better view of the rear exteri-
or sales area. Once again increas-
ing the potential for merchandise
contact — very important for sum-
mer sales. In winter, when the
exterior sales area is not in use,
the new entrance serves to bring
the customer into the store
through the greenhouse and
toward the cash register area on
the far side of the gift store. Once
again, even with the store col-
lapsed for winter, the entrance
increases merchandise contact.

As with all renovation projects,
the objective is to increase cus-
tomer merchandise contact and
therefore increase sales. Steve and
Linda think customers entering
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The new entrance works in all selling seasons. During the winter months, it also provides easy
access to the interior sales space. Left: The floor plan shows both options; Right: The
covered walkway is an inviting space to shop.



the exterior sales area will more
likely shop the entire store —
exterior, greenhouse and gift area
— than when the store entrance
required the customer to first
enter the gift store area and then
find the left hand turn through

the greenhouse and into the exte-
rior sales area. But, we’ll find out
this spring, summer and fall when
customers begin using the new
entrance in full force. 

As with all renovations, chang-
ing just one aspect of the store at

Judy Sharpton is owner of Growing Places
Marketing, Atlanta, Ga., which specializes
in garden center renovation to create a
retail-ready environment. She can be
reached by phone at (770) 457-0608 or E-
mail at judy@growingplaces.com.

a time allows for multiple “grand
opening” opportunities, but it
also allows for actual measure-
ment of sales. We’ll keep you
updated on whether the new
entrance actually increases sales
in the exterior area. 
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I
f you’re wondering about

the Paco Underhi l l  book

that Judy mentions, Why

We Buy, we searched the

Internet to f ind a review that

would put you in the know. Here’s

what Amazon.com had to say.

In an effort to determine why

people buy, Paco Underhill and

his detai led-oriented band of

retail researchers have camped

out in stores over the course of

20 years, dedicating their lives to

the “science of shopping.” 

Armed with an array of video

equipment, store maps and cus-

tomer-profile sheets, Underhill

and his consulting firm, Envirosell,

have observed more than 900

aspects of interaction between

shopper and store. They’ve

learned how the “butt-brush fac-

tor” (bumped from behind, shop-

pers become irritated and move

elsewhere) makes women avoid

narrow aisles. They’ve quantified

the importance of shopping bas-

kets; contact between employees

and shoppers; the “transit ion

zone” (the area just inside the

store’s entrance); and “circulation

patterns” (how shoppers move

throughout a store). And they’ve

explored the relationship between

a customer’s amenability and prof-

itability, learning how good stores

capitalize on a shopper’s unspo-

ken inclinations and desires.

Underh i l l ,  whose c l ients

include McDonald’s, Starbucks,

Estee Lauder and Blockbuster,

s tocks  Why We Buy with  a

wealth of retail insights, showing

how men are beginning to shop

l ike women,  and how women

have changed the way supermar-

kets are laid out. He also looks

to the future, projecting massive

reta i l  opportun i t ies  wi th  an

aging baby-boom population and

predicting how online retailing

will affect shopping malls. This

lighthearted look at shopping is

highly recommended to anyone

who buys or sells.


